
This year marks the 125th anniversary of the IEEE and in order to celebrate this milestone the IEEE 
New Zealand Council is running a number of activities, including a video competition for 
secondary school students.  The theme of this competition is:

Engineering the Future: What will technology look like and what roles will electrical and 
IT engineers have in the next 25 to 125 years?

  

The challenge is to make a high-definition video, with a run time of not more than 5 minutes, 
looking at what the future may hold.  Teams are to consist of up to 5 students and a teacher 
mentor, with no restriction on age groups or the number of entries from any one school.  Entries 
will be judged on their imaginative view of the future and the realism by which it may be achieved. 
The award for the winning entry includes:

$1000 plus
Invitation and assistance with travel to the awards event in Christchurch 17th October 2009 

To enter: simply upload your video to “youtube” and then register you application by completing the 
forms available at www.ieee.org/go/newzealand.  

Applications close 10pm on Sunday 6th of September 2009.

About the IEEE
The IEEE is a non-profit organisation, and the world's leading professional association for the 
advancement of technology.

The IEEE name was originally an acronym for the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 
Inc. Today, the organisation's scope of interest has expanded into so many related fields, that it is 
simply referred to by the letters I-E-E-E (pronounced Eye-triple-E).

The IEEE is also the largest professional society in the world with a membership of around 
400,000 in across 160 countries.  Through its global membership, IEEE is a leading authority on 
areas ranging from aerospace systems, computers and telecommunications to biomedical 
engineering, electric power and consumer electronics among others. Members rely on IEEE as a 
source of technical and professional information, resources and services.

The IEEE mission is to foster technological innovation and excellence for the benefit of humanity.

https://www.ieee.org/newzealand

